
The electric car installation instructions

Accessories:

The steering wheel Wind deflector The seat Tail lamp mirror Round piece

bodytrunkThe chargerThe exhaust pipeguardrailThe wheels

Directions for use

1, when the speed is slow, should timely charging, when

Between 8-15 hours, not more than 18 hours.

2, must be charged under adult supervision when charging, the charging process

The charger and battery have lukewarm phenomenon, belongs to the normal situation

3, car assembly should be carried out by an adult, don't let the children touch,

Small objects have swallowing danger!

4, installation after the completion of the packaging bags, please properly collected, don't let the child play, choking dangerous!

5, short battery is negative it is strictly prohibited. Burns, fire risk.

Waste battery recycling company payable processing.

7, do not operate in walking around the switch, or damaged components, to be reversing, loosen the pedal switch before,

In the throw forward backward switch

8, in the condition of the cycling, please put forward, stop, backward switch "empty" file. Shut off the power switch

(note: this switch controls can only drive part)

9, in order to ensure the electrical safety fuse on the local maximum current of 5 a shall not be arbitrarily changed parameters

10 children in use, adults or older children forward from behind and damaged motors.

11, the local maximum load of 50 kg, such as overload or blocked roads, etc., built-in electric car insurance, will automatically stop

Automatic recovery after car for 5-10 seconds

12, regularly to the local repair, found that the damage should stop using, until repaired in use, in order to avoid the child

Dangerous.

Product introduction
1, this product is only suitable for sales in the Chinese market

2, the illustrations in this manual in order to indicate the operation of the product and the product

Structure, when the installation drawing and physical there are a few differences, please in kind prevail.

3, and on the outer packing of this product with a product registered trademark, please promptly of any fake

Inform me of the company, consumer can be reported to the ministry of commerce and industry or eliminate to help hurl to tell

4, the local security service life is 2 years
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Installation instructions:

Steering wheel installation: install body of screw off the steering wheel, the steering wheel with the body

The cable on the interface as shown in figure 2, and then screw on the screw can be as shown in figure 3.

Installation barge board: the wind

Plate on the body near the steering wheel

Card slot, make an effort to press namely

Can be.

Install wheel piece: the wheel button directly on the wheel

Within a few card slot, on the edge of the four

Wheel installed the same way.

Installed wheels: remove the gasket and the nut on the axle, the wheel on the axle through again

As shown in figure 1, coupled with gasket and tighten nut, four wheel installed in the same way.

Install exhaust pipe, puts the exhaust pipe

The position of the body on the right side as shown in figure 1, use

A screwdriver to screw twist into a can.

Install the mirror: puts mirrors on both sides of the car body

As shown in figure 1, with the screwdriver screw from again

Mirrors and place the bottom of the car body twist into a can.

Barrier: the guardrail on the doors as shown in figure 1 above, use a screwdriver to twist screws into the car

Holes in the inside of the door, and complete the diagram as shown in figure 3.

Tail lamp installation: install the thread on the tail lamp and tail lamp in the thrum of the ridge

As shown in figure 1, then aim the tail lamp groove as shown in figure 2, the card into the groove

Install the trunk: remove the screw at the end of the body, the back box body tail

As shown in figure 1, as shown in figure 2 screw down the screws.

Installation seat: the seat inside the groove thrum connected as shown in figure 1, as shown in figure in the annotations

Look the same. Put chairs in grooves with a screwdriver to tighten the screws, as shown in figure 2

Seat back, and then will be card slot card tight. Complete diagram as shown in figure 4.
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